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								At a glance


	Great rustic base in the Brecon Beacons for large groups looking for outdoor adventures
	Huge lawn garden perfect for friendly sports and games
	Enjoy group meals cooked on the triple Aga in the spacious kitchen
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									Property code: BN159
									This homely country manor and is perfect for a big group holiday in the great outdoors, with views of the magnificent Brecon mountains all around.
This large country farmhouse is the perfect base for holidays in the Brecon Beacons National Park with friends or family. Sleeping 24, it is ideal for families with its bunkhouse-style accommodation, a large Aga and huge lawn for sports and games. Beyond the property lies miles of stunning scenery just waiting to be discovered, including mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers.
 
This dog-friendly country manor is a great rustic base, with traditional decor, period features and plenty of space both inside and out. Cook up a storm in the spacious kitchen, which boasts ample surface and storage space, a large Aga, electric oven and a table for snacks or light meals. Dine beside the original inglenook fireplace in the dining area beyond before choosing between the two large lounges. With ample sofas, a toasty wood burner and a TV, there is plenty of space for everyone to find their own spot. Upstairs, the six bright bedrooms include three dormitories – ideal for children. Outside, the enclosed grounds make perfect playing fields for dogs and children.
 
Set in the heart of the Brecon Beacons, this property is great for large groups of walkers, cyclists and adventurers. Take on the mighty Pen y Fan (8 miles), admiring the breathtaking views as you climb, or stay low as you follow the meandering River Usk, passing medieval castles and foodie towns along the way. Spend a day on the water at Llangorse Lake (13.5 miles), where waterskiing, boating, kayaking and windsurfing can all be enjoyed, or discover the area on horseback from one of the many pony centres nearby. Refuel at local pubs in Libanus (2 miles) and Sennybridge (5 miles) or pop into Brecon (6.5miles).


										6 bedrooms - 2 with six single beds, 1 with five single beds and en-suite shower room, 1 double with additional single bed,  and 2 standard double
	3 bathrooms - 2 with shower over the bath and 1 en-suite shower room, additional WC.
	Large electric AGA-style oven (available on request), electric double range oven and hob, 2 microwaves, large fridge and large chest freezer, industrial grill
	Laundry/boot room with washing machine and tumble dryer plus drying space
	Multi-fuel burner with fuel provided
	Smart TV with freeview in lounge
	Limited WiFi
	Ample parking for mini buses
	3 dogs welcome
	Stream within grounds - children to be supervised at all times
	Brecon Beacons National Park Visitor Centre 2 miles by foot cross-country
	Shop, garage and restaurant Sennybridge 5 miles away and Tai'r Bull restaurant 2 miles in Libanus
	Brecon 6.5 miles where you will find plenty of shops, pubs, restaurants, a theatre and a family run cinema
	Part of a complex of properties which can be booked together to accommodate up to 40 guests
	PLEASE NOTE  Please bring your own bed linen and towels but duvets and pillows are provided for all beds
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	3 dogs allowed. Dogs are charged at £20 each per full or part week
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £75.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 
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											Great rustic base in the Brecon Beacons for large groups looking for outdoor adventures
	Huge lawn garden perfect for friendly sports and games
	Enjoy group meals cooked on the triple Aga in the spacious kitchen
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										Property code: BN159
										This homely country manor and is perfect for a big group holiday in the great outdoors, with views of the magnificent Brecon mountains all around.
This large country farmhouse is the perfect base for holidays in the Brecon Beacons National Park with friends or family. Sleeping 24, it is ideal for families with its bunkhouse-style accommodation, a large Aga and huge lawn for sports and games. Beyond the property lies miles of stunning scenery just waiting to be discovered, including mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers.
 
This dog-friendly country manor is a great rustic base, with traditional decor, period features and plenty of space both inside and out. Cook up a storm in the spacious kitchen, which boasts ample surface and storage space, a large Aga, electric oven and a table for snacks or light meals. Dine beside the original inglenook fireplace in the dining area beyond before choosing between the two large lounges. With ample sofas, a toasty wood burner and a TV, there is plenty of space for everyone to find their own spot. Upstairs, the six bright bedrooms include three dormitories – ideal for children. Outside, the enclosed grounds make perfect playing fields for dogs and children.
 
Set in the heart of the Brecon Beacons, this property is great for large groups of walkers, cyclists and adventurers. Take on the mighty Pen y Fan (8 miles), admiring the breathtaking views as you climb, or stay low as you follow the meandering River Usk, passing medieval castles and foodie towns along the way. Spend a day on the water at Llangorse Lake (13.5 miles), where waterskiing, boating, kayaking and windsurfing can all be enjoyed, or discover the area on horseback from one of the many pony centres nearby. Refuel at local pubs in Libanus (2 miles) and Sennybridge (5 miles) or pop into Brecon (6.5miles).


									

									
										
	
											Property code: BN159
												6 bedrooms - 2 with six single beds, 1 with five single beds and en-suite shower room, 1 double with additional single bed,  and 2 standard double
	3 bathrooms - 2 with shower over the bath and 1 en-suite shower room, additional WC.
	Large electric AGA-style oven (available on request), electric double range oven and hob, 2 microwaves, large fridge and large chest freezer, industrial grill
	Laundry/boot room with washing machine and tumble dryer plus drying space
	Multi-fuel burner with fuel provided
	Smart TV with freeview in lounge
	Limited WiFi
	Ample parking for mini buses
	3 dogs welcome
	Stream within grounds - children to be supervised at all times
	Brecon Beacons National Park Visitor Centre 2 miles by foot cross-country
	Shop, garage and restaurant Sennybridge 5 miles away and Tai'r Bull restaurant 2 miles in Libanus
	Brecon 6.5 miles where you will find plenty of shops, pubs, restaurants, a theatre and a family run cinema
	Part of a complex of properties which can be booked together to accommodate up to 40 guests
	PLEASE NOTE  Please bring your own bed linen and towels but duvets and pillows are provided for all beds
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	3 dogs allowed. Dogs are charged at £20 each per full or part week
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £75.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 
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																					Large house great for big groups, hot showers, log burner, aga oven and large dining room. Great location for Brecon walks, very quiet and spacious 
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																					We had a great weekend. Despite the freezing weather the house was warm, plenty of wood for the stove too. Lots of great walks from the doorstep. Great for large gatherings!
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																					Very very basic. However beautiful setting and feel to the house. As long as your not looking for frills a great place to holiday
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																					There is only one cooker as the aga did not work but our six separate families managed ok as we ate at separate times. Fridge space was not enough for the 19 of us. Basic but adequate facilities but various repairs are needed. This did not stop us enjoying our stay as it was lovely to have a comfortable space for the whole extended family to enjoy.Read more The garden is sloping with a large flat area which is ideal to play games on. There is a good walk straight from the door. There are books to read. Hide
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																					This was our second visit to Forest Lodge Farm. It was just as we remembered it-perfect for a large family gathering with dogs and children. The house is comfortable and homely with plenty of space and the large garden is a bonus. It was excellent for games of rounders, cricket etc. The location is excellent - surrounded by quiet countryside yet neRead morear to the supermarket if required.  Hide
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																					Absolutely beautiful location, all of needs met or exceeded with everything you could need already available in the lodge. Very warm building with a comfortable feel to every room. Very nice mattresses in every room.
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														Note: As the postcode is used to identify the general area of the property, it may not always reflect its precise location, therefore please only use this map as a guide.
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											Property code: BN159
											This homely country manor and is perfect for a big group holiday in the great outdoors, with views of the magnificent Brecon mountains all around.
This large country farmhouse is the perfect base for holidays in the Brecon Beacons National Park with friends or family. Sleeping 24, it is ideal for families with its bunkhouse-style accommodation, a large Aga and huge lawn for sports and games. Beyond the property lies miles of stunning scenery just waiting to be discovered, including mountains, valleys, lakes and rivers.
 
This dog-friendly country manor is a great rustic base, with traditional decor, period features and plenty of space both inside and out. Cook up a storm in the spacious kitchen, which boasts ample surface and storage space, a large Aga, electric oven and a table for snacks or light meals. Dine beside the original inglenook fireplace in the dining area beyond before choosing between the two large lounges. With ample sofas, a toasty wood burner and a TV, there is plenty of space for everyone to find their own spot. Upstairs, the six bright bedrooms include three dormitories – ideal for children. Outside, the enclosed grounds make perfect playing fields for dogs and children.
 
Set in the heart of the Brecon Beacons, this property is great for large groups of walkers, cyclists and adventurers. Take on the mighty Pen y Fan (8 miles), admiring the breathtaking views as you climb, or stay low as you follow the meandering River Usk, passing medieval castles and foodie towns along the way. Spend a day on the water at Llangorse Lake (13.5 miles), where waterskiing, boating, kayaking and windsurfing can all be enjoyed, or discover the area on horseback from one of the many pony centres nearby. Refuel at local pubs in Libanus (2 miles) and Sennybridge (5 miles) or pop into Brecon (6.5miles).
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											Property code: BN159
												6 bedrooms - 2 with six single beds, 1 with five single beds and en-suite shower room, 1 double with additional single bed,  and 2 standard double
	3 bathrooms - 2 with shower over the bath and 1 en-suite shower room, additional WC.
	Large electric AGA-style oven (available on request), electric double range oven and hob, 2 microwaves, large fridge and large chest freezer, industrial grill
	Laundry/boot room with washing machine and tumble dryer plus drying space
	Multi-fuel burner with fuel provided
	Smart TV with freeview in lounge
	Limited WiFi
	Ample parking for mini buses
	3 dogs welcome
	Stream within grounds - children to be supervised at all times
	Brecon Beacons National Park Visitor Centre 2 miles by foot cross-country
	Shop, garage and restaurant Sennybridge 5 miles away and Tai'r Bull restaurant 2 miles in Libanus
	Brecon 6.5 miles where you will find plenty of shops, pubs, restaurants, a theatre and a family run cinema
	Part of a complex of properties which can be booked together to accommodate up to 40 guests
	PLEASE NOTE  Please bring your own bed linen and towels but duvets and pillows are provided for all beds
	Arrival: 16:00 onwards
	Departure: before 10:00, unless otherwise stated in your arrival details
	3 dogs allowed. Dogs are charged at £20 each per full or part week
	There is an Accidental Damage Deposit of £500 when booking at this property, however this may be waived for £75.  We’ll provide more details about this when booking your holiday. 
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																						There is only one cooker as the aga did not work but our six separate families managed ok as we ate at separate times. Fridge space was not enough for the 19 of us. Basic but adequate facilities but various repairs are needed. This did not stop us enjoying our stay as it was lovely to have a comfortable space for the whole extended family to enjoy.Read more The garden is sloping with a large flat area which is ideal to play games on. There is a good walk straight from the door. There are books to read. Hide
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																						This was our second visit to Forest Lodge Farm. It was just as we remembered it-perfect for a large family gathering with dogs and children. The house is comfortable and homely with plenty of space and the large garden is a bonus. It was excellent for games of rounders, cricket etc. The location is excellent - surrounded by quiet countryside yet neRead morear to the supermarket if required.  Hide
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															Note: As the postcode is used to identify the general area of the property, it may not always reflect its precise location, therefore please only use this map as a guide.
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                                        This property is personally managed by 
                                            Ceri.
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										From guests that have stayed at the property.


										
			
											

												Based on 8 guest ratings


												
													

														
															Overall cleanliness
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															Overall equipment
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																		Large house great for big groups, hot showers, log burner, aga oven and large dining room. Great location for Brecon walks, very quiet and spacious 
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																		We had a great weekend. Despite the freezing weather the house was warm, plenty of wood for the stove too. Lots of great walks from the doorstep. Great for large gatherings!
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																			19th August 2022
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																		Very very basic. However beautiful setting and feel to the house. As long as your not looking for frills a great place to holiday
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																		There is only one cooker as the aga did not work but our six separate families managed ok as we ate at separate times. Fridge space was not enough for the 19 of us. Basic but adequate facilities but various repairs are needed. This did not stop us enjoying our stay as it was lovely to have a comfortable space for the whole extended family to enjoy.Read more The garden is sloping with a large flat area which is ideal to play games on. There is a good walk straight from the door. There are books to read. Hide
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																		This was our second visit to Forest Lodge Farm. It was just as we remembered it-perfect for a large family gathering with dogs and children. The house is comfortable and homely with plenty of space and the large garden is a bonus. It was excellent for games of rounders, cricket etc. The location is excellent - surrounded by quiet countryside yet neRead morear to the supermarket if required.  Hide
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																		Absolutely beautiful location, all of needs met or exceeded with everything you could need already available in the lodge. Very warm building with a comfortable feel to every room. Very nice mattresses in every room.
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											Note: As the postcode is used to identify the general area of the property, it may not always reflect its precise location, therefore please only use this map as a guide.
										

									

								

							


						


					


					

					



					
				

				
					
						
	
							
								
								Have a question about this property?

									
											
											
												Call us on 01874 647055
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									Like it? Share it!
								

								
									

													  

									
									
									
									
									
								

							

						

					

				

			

		

	


	
		
			


    
        
            Useful information
About us
Let with us
Contact us
Newsletter
FAQs

The essentials
Terms of use
Booking terms
Privacy
Cookies
Sitemap
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                            The Travel Chapter Limited trading as Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages is an appointed representative of ITC Compliance Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (their registration number is 313486) and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general insurance contracts as an intermediary.
                        

                    

                    
                        
                            The Travel Chapter Limited trading as Brecon Beacons Holiday Cottages | The Travel Chapter Limited is registered in England and Wales. | Registered office Travel Chapter House Gammaton Road Bideford EX39 4DF Company No. 02431506 | VAT reg: 143053210.
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